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Cav conquers the world
Mark Cavendish became World Champion 
on Sunday 25th Spetember with  fantastic 
sprint finish to claim the rainbow jersey. 
Cavendish Crossed the line ahead of 
Australia’s Matt Goss and German 
Andre Greipel after Team GB’s eight-
man line-up set the pace throughout 
the 266km race.

As ‘Cav’ approached the final corner 
he seemed too far back even for a 
rider with 74 professional sprint wins in 
just five years. Working his way through 
the 80 man pack from tenth, the Manx 
Missile made a 70kmh dash for the line 

claiming Britains first men’s road-race 
gold since Tom Simpson in 1965.

After the race Mark hailed the GB team 
by saying, “There couldn’t have been 
another result after the way my team-mates 
rode…it’s a shame they can’t have a 
world champion’s jersey”.

“I had two goals this year: the green 
jersey (for the top sprinter at the Tour de 
France) and the World Championship” 
he said. Mark has achieved both and 
Gold at the 2012 Olympics in London-
would be a remarkable hat-trick.

Text: http://www.markcavendish.co.uk



Cavendish’s Colours

2007

2008-a 2008-b

Mark Cavendish made an impressive 
debut season in 2007, gathering 11 
victories,equalling the previous record 
set by Alessandro Petacchi for number 
victories in a debut season. He represented 
his ‘T-Mobile’ in the Tour de France of that 
summer, starting in his homeland, aged 
only 22. 

2008 marked Cavendish as a rider to be watched by rival sprinters in Grand Tours. 
He won two stages of the Giro D’Italia, and then returned to the Tour De France 
and picked up 5 stage wins for the same HighRoad team, this time primarily 
sponsored by Columbia, represented by an instantly recognisible, blue jersey. 



Cavendish’s Colours

2009

Cavendish started the 2009 season in near perfect form, winning the monumental 
Milan-SanRemo,in a bunch sprint catching Heinrich Haussler. After initially gaining 
the prestigious ‘maglia Rosa’, leading the Giro D’Italia, he abandoned after 3 
stage wins, to fully prepare for that year’s Tour de France. This proved a very wise 
decision, as it  led to his six stage victories at the Tour de France that year. Above, 
the two jerseys worn by the HighRoad team, can be seen. As the phones 
company HTC became sponsors, the jersey re-designed and sponsors perfectly 
represented at the Tour de France of the year.



Cavendish’s Colours

2010
Mark Cavendish continued his meteoric 
rise of success in 2010. Although facing 
various setbacks (including UCI punishment 
at the TdF for ‘dangerous sprinting’), 
he continued on, winning three stages 
and the points classification of the 2010 
Vuelta A Espana.

The HighRoad team was now led by 
the head sponsorship of HTC. We can 
see that the only evolution on the team 
kit design is the positioning of the head 
sponsors. A ‘tricolor stripe’ is a visible 
detail on the jersey when competing at 
the the Tour De France.



Cavendish’s Colours

2011
2011 was a momentous year for Cavendish, 
his two main aims/goals he stated at 
the beginning of the year were to win 
the coveted green points jersey at the 
Tour de France, for his team HighRoad. 
He wanted to finish the season well, by 
winning the World Chamionship, racing 
for his national team. The extreme 
talent shown by ‘the Manx Missile’, 
meant that he completed both goals 
successfully. His ‘HTC’ team jersey, 
uses a quite revolutionary (perhaps) 
style, incorporating horizontal logotype 
amongst a quite minimalist combination 
with vertical slashes of colour. We can 
see that yet again a small French 
‘tricolor’ is incorporated for Tdf jerseys.



World Champion

On October 2nd 2011, Great Britain, rarely, 
dominated the road racing world 
championships, held in Copenhagen. The 
profile of the route indicated that a 
strong team could hold the race together, 
which both David Millar and Bradley 
Wiggins (along with 5 others), managed 
to do well, setting up the sprint for Mark 
Cavendish.

The manxman duly did so, providing 
Great Britain with their very first world 
champion since Tom Simpson in 1965.



Autumn of Cav 2011
18th September 25th September 9th October

The 2011 Tour of Britain finished as ever, in London. As per usual the flat, city-centre 
criterium stage, ended in a bunch sprint. Showing his perfected form Mark Cavendish 
reached the line ahead of all competition. Little did he know, but, as the team 
would be defunct at the end of the year, this was his final race in the HTC kit. The 
following week, adorned in union Jack colours, he won the much prized ‘rainbow 
jersey’ of the world champion. As above, Cavendish highly valued the famous 
colours (as explained on Twitter, above). He then was allowed to represent his HTC 
team in the rainbow jersey at the Paris-Tours race, in the following weeks. He will 
race for the British ‘Sky’ squad in 2012. 

2012.....

?


